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Executive Summary
In work package (WP) 10, called “Integration and Demonstration”, technical results from the Space@Sea project
shall be collected, tested, merged and modelled. This report describes the outcome of Task 10.4, aiming to design
and build a scaled physical model of an exemplary integrated Space@Sea island [1]. The model shall comprise
several floaters, connectors and mooring, developed in WP3 and WP4. Furthermore, results from WP6 to WP9, the
four Space@Sea use cases Energyhub@Sea, Living@Sea, Farming@Sea and Transport&Logistics@Sea, shall be
integrated.
The purpose of the scaled integrated island is divided into two parts:
Firstly, the model shall be used in July 2020 for basin tests at MARIN where the hydrodynamic response of multiple
bodies and components will be investigated in waves and current. For these experiments, the amount of varying
model parameters is supposed to be limited by testing just the bare island without any superstructures from the
applied WPs. Thereby, model description and numerical modelling of the island are much less prone to errors.
In a second step, the scaled island shall be equipped with characteristic superstructures from the four use-cases to
feature a visual demonstrator, presenting the Space@Sea project to the public. Besides the results from the different
WPs, the island’s modularity and possibility to combine multiple applications are supposed to become visible in
general.
Within this deliverable, the layout, design and realisation of the integrated model are described. Therefore, first,
relevant boundary conditions, properties and characteristics of the basic elements (modules, connectors, mooring)
and the use-case-dependent superstructures are gathered. Afterwards, an exemplary installation site and layout for
the demonstrator-island are determined. To investigate the island’s behaviour and loads at the technical components
beforehand, simulations in relevant sea states were carried out. With the numerical results, the connectors and mooring for the scaled model could be properly dimensioned, providing similar characteristics like their full scale designs. As the Space@Sea mooring has been developed for deep waters at the Mediterranean site of the second
Space@Sea business case, the integrated design shall also be suitable for that location. The exemplary island layout
consists of 73 modules, 46 catenary mooring lines and 260 flexible connectors that have been simplified and physically built.
Afterwards, characteristic superstructures of WP6-9 were selected for the overall demonstrator model for the final
presentation of the Space@Sea project. Detailed designs have been streamlined down to demonstration level and
efficient manufacturing. The physical models of the chosen superstructures comprise, solar panels, a wind turbine,
an Operations&Maintenance (O&M) hub for offshore operations, buildings for living, 448 photobioreactors for
algae production, container stacks and 68 container cranes. The superstructures are described at the end of this
report.

Figure 0-1: Impression of the Integrated Space@Sea Island - Demonstrator
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Overview over the Overall Project

The aim of the Space@Sea Project is to develop floating multipurpose space that is "sustainable and affordable […]
by developing a standardized and cost efficient modular island with low ecological impact." With more people
living in cities close to shore and an ever increasing demand for maritime transportation, the need for a multipurpose
floating structure is rising. Within the project, the use-cases “Aquafarming, energy production and distribution,
transport and logistics and living“ are assessed. [1]






Energyhub@Sea: An offshore base to provide energy distribution to shore and to accommodate a maintenance facility for operations and maintenance (O&M) tasks. The possibility to generate renewable energy
at the hub itself is also taken into consideration.
Living@Sea: As the demand for offshore hotel space is rising, Living@Sea is a concept to provide accommodation. Starting with the demand of maintenance workers for offshore wind parks, this concept is planning to expand up to housing the worker’s families as well and eventually scaling up to whole cities placed
on the base modules.
Farming@Sea: This possible application investigates the possibilities of food production offshore. The
aim is to make the Space@Sea platform self-sustaining by developing a sustainable aquaculture process
chain.
Transport&Logistics@Sea: An offshore hub as port extension is going to be developed. This is expected
to help ports deal with increasing transportation demands and limited space ashore. Ships could be handled
at a modular floating Space@Sea island. In a first step, several of the floaters can be used as a mere port
extension, with the offshore hub as a far stretching goal.

In order to seize economies of scale for the platform concept, every use-case shares the same base module, represented by the triangles in Figure 1-1, that can be combined to differently arranged artificial floating islands.

Figure 1-1 Exemplary use cases for the Space@Sea platform:
Energyhub@Sea (left), Farming@Sea (middle), Transport&Logistics@Sea (right) [1]

1.2

Aim and Methodology of Task 10.4

In the Space@Sea project term, development work has been done, that shall now be merged in an integrated islanddesign containing results from the basic and detailed design as well as from all four use cases. In the following
chapter 2, main requirements, boundary conditions and considerations from the different WPs are gathered that are
important for designing the integrated model. In chapter 3, an island-layout is then drawn for a selected installation
site. To support the model design and realisation, numerical simulations of the integrated island layout have been
carried out for relevant operational and extreme conditions, see chapter 4. The model design and its realisation are
presented in chapter 5.
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2.

Main Properties of the Space@Sea Island

2.1

Standard Modules

The island consists of squared standard modules with two different side lengths that can be modularly arranged. To
have an even island-surface, the freeboard of all modules needs to be the same. As the different applications have
all their own weight requirements, the draught should differ depending on the required buoyancy to save material
where it is not needed. It is proposed to select different standard-draughts for a standardized and thus cheaper mass
production. However, for the demonstrator an equal draught has been chosen. The main details are taken from the
Basic- and Detailed Design Report [2] and [3] from WP4.







2.2

Squared shape
Surface Area: 45m x 45m and 95m x 95m
Height: 11 m
Draught: 8 m
Freeboard: 3 m
Displacement: 16605 t and 74005 t

Wave Energy Converter Module

To reduce the levelized costs of energy of the Wave Energy Converters (WECs) and thus of the whole island, in
WP6 it was decided to use smaller modules on the wave ward edges of the island. [4]







2.3

Width: 45 m
Length: 26.58 m
Height: 4 m
Draught: 2 m
Freeboard: 2 m
Displacement: 2452 t

Mooring

Mooring designs of offshore structures are dependent on parameters like water depth, soil and environmental conditions like waves, current and wind at the installation site. Within the Space@Sea project, two business cases have
been considered – one located in shallow water in the North Sea in the estuary of the river Scheldt and one situated
in the Mediterranean Sea in the Bay of Montpellier in a larger water depth. In WP3, a modular and flexible mooring
design for both island-locations was assessed. In an early stage it was concluded that a catenary mooring was meeting the requirements for the Mediterranean location. However, it was considered to be technically unfeasible for the
North Sea location. Mainly the limited water depth, large tidal range and extreme sea states lead to that conclusion
[5]. The mooring has not been further elaborated for the North Sea so that the integrated design shall be made for
the Mediterranean location. Simulations for an exemplary island layout consisting of 78 modules led to a mooring
design of which the most important physical characteristics are following:





Mass: 493 kg/m
Submerged weight: 4203.2 N/m
Axial stiffness (EA): 1.848E9 N
Anchoring Radius approx. 600 m

The study showed that 45m x 45m modules at the wave ward side experience unfavourably strong relative pitch
response in wave periods around 10.5s. The relative pitch motions can be reduced by clustering modules into groups
of 2 x 2 or 3 x 3 rigidly connected modules.
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2.4

Gapsize and Connector

The gapsize, meaning the horizontal distance between two adjacent modules, was set to 5 m as several simulations
in [3] and [4] showed that in this case no collisions of the modules occur.
In the detailed design, two connectors for the standard modules have been developed [3]. One, the so called “ICEconnector”, uses a double-hinge-design, the other one, the “Graz-connector” uses pretensioned cables and fenders
to cope with the forces between the modules and to keep motions low. During the detailed design, both connectors
have been simulated. The ICE-connector has also been physically modelled and tested within the first subsystem
and integrability check [6]. The Graz-connector can withstand larger sea states whereas the designed ICE-connector
can only cope with reduced waveheights behind breakwaters. The Graz-connector allows relative movement in all
six Degrees Of Freedom (DOF). In contrast, the ICE-connector restricts the modules’ motions and shows the risk
to exceed certain amplitudes and to therefore run in an endstopper which leads to very large peakloads.
To be able to also test the Space@Sea demonstrator model in extreme sea states, it was decided to use the Grazconnector for the Space@Sea demonstrator model. Visual impressions of the Graz-design are given in following
figures, taken from [3]. Its main properties are described in [3] and listed in the following:









12 or 24 fenders
diameter of fender: 3.15 m
combined stiffness of 12 fenders: 117,216 kN/m
three cables per 45m-gap
pretension per cable: 10 MN
stiffness per cable: 6,503 kN/m
length per rope in example-design: 145 m
nominal diameter of rope: 184 mm

Figure 2-1: Fenders above water

Figure 2-2: Tunnels for cables

SPRING

MODULE

CABLE
MOORING

Figure 2-3: Simulation model of TUFORCE
Graz with fenders modelled with springs
INITIAL DISTURBANCE

In general, all use-cases of the Space@Sea islands ask for large space with minimal motions. Thus, at the beginning
of the project it was decided to also aim for 95m x 95m modules, although most of the existing yards are too small
FORCE
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to manufacture modules in that size. Instead of building these large modules, an alternative would be to develop a
rigid connector that allows to group modules to larger rigidly connected workspace. However, no technically feasible rigid connector design could be designed so far due to very large forces it needs to withstand. For that reason,
in the integrated design it is assumed that rigid 95m x 95m workspace is possible – neglecting whether it is made
out of one large module or by rigidly connected smaller modules.
The WEC-modules are connected to the standard modules using a hinge that only allows relative pitch motion as
described in [4]. However, no special connector has been designed within the Space@Sea project.

2.5

Superstructure

Within each application WP, required superstructures have been developed. In the following, the most distinctive
and important structure and its arrangement for each use case is described.

2.5.1

Energyhub@Sea

The Energyhub@Sea shall offer a cost-effective and energy self-sufficient service and maintenance platform for
offshore wind farms. Its basic design is described in deliverable 6.2 [7]. The primary energy source of the hub will
be a medium sized wind turbine coupled with photovoltaic (PV) systems as well as wave energy converters (WECs;
not necessarily coupled to the energy hub). In order to be energy self-sustaining, a smart energy storage and smart
grid was optimized based on the energy demand and energy supply of the entire hub. An Operation and Maintenance
(O&M) building shall serve for the accommodation of industrial personnel. A visual impression of a possible layout
of the hub can be seen in Figure 2-4. Depending on the extreme wave heights at the installation site, O&M hub and
PV modules are positioned at different heights.

Figure 2-4: Impression of an Energyhub for the North Sea (left) and Mediterranean Sea (right), developed within WP6 containing a wind
turbine, photovoltaic and an operation and maintenance hub for offshore wind

The wind turbine generator is a CART-device (Compact and Robust Medium Sized Wind Turbine) which was
designed as a robust solution for on- and off-grid-applications with relatively low demands of electrical energy. The
turbine rotor has a diameter of 28 m and the tower height is 30 m. Its nominal capacity is 125 kW and its predicted
lifetime is 25 years.
The PV-system is situated on a ten (Mediterranean Sea) respectively twenty meters (North Sea) elevation. One
system consists of 348 PV-modules facing east and 348 modules facing west. The angle of inclination was chosen
to be ten degrees in order to guarantee a secure standing of the modules even during rough weather conditions. The
modules themselves are glass-glass-modules with a capacity of 310 watts peak each. The whole system exhibits a
total peak capacity of 215.64 kW. Glass-glass-modules were chosen, due to the extreme environmental conditions
at offshore locations (humidity, salt etc.). The generated current is converted by means of eight converters with a
capacity of 25 kW each.
Initially it was planned, to harvest energy from damping the relative motions between all standard modules of the
Space@Sea island. However, due to economic reasons, it was decided to damp the pitch-motions of the outer wave
ward modules, only, as they show the largest response in waves. To shelter the application modules and increase
the efficiency of the WECs, special WEC-floaters have been designed. Figure 2-5 shows a sketch of the new WECVersion 1.0
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design. It consists of a belt, made out of steel wires and Polyurethane (PUR) matrix, of which ends are connected
to circle segments with a large diameter on the standard module. From there on, the belt runs over a small pulley
that is mounted on the WEC-floater. When the WEC-module pitches, the belt transmits mechanical energy via
traction to the smaller pulley, that drives an electrical generator. Due to the favourable gear ratio of the fixed and
loose pulley, the slow pitch motion and large torque between the modules is converted into fast spinning at lower
torque on the small sheave. Thus, a cost efficient generator can be driven directly without the need for an additional
(efficiency-reducing, maintenance intensive, costly) gearbox. Further information on the WEC can be found in the
Deliverable 6.1 [4].

Figure 2-5: WEC-system

For being self-sufficient, the O&M hub is equipped with fresh and wastewater infrastructures, accommodation
building with offices, workshops, apartments, laundry, social rooms, kitchen and canteen, heating, ventilation and
air conditioning unit (HVAC), a hospital with first aid facilities and paramedics as well as a helicopter deck which
functions as evacuation and emergency transport. The O&M hub consists of two levels with a total net area of about
1900 m2 located in the middle of the floater. The helicopter deck on top of the accommodation building is reachable
through hatches above the accommodation building. The centre of the building is a 140 m² covered patio with plants
and recreation areas.
For the module-arrangement of the whole Energyhub@Sea, following should be considered:





2.5.2

PV panels aligned to the midday sun and not shaded by large structures
Wind Turbine positioned in luv, not sheltered by large structures
Sufficient distance between wind turbine and living quarters
Sufficient (sheltered) pier length for crew and wind farm equipment transfer

Living@Sea

A list of functional requirements for the design of the Living@Sea hub has been elaborated in Task 7.2 [8]. Technical requirements and best practise for the design are gathered in [9]. Based on input from Task 7.2 and 7.3, it was
then investigated how living space at sea can be accommodated on modular floating platforms. Explorations of the
block appearance, spatial distributions, functions and urban layouts have been outlined in Task 7.4. A parametric
model was set up, integrating multiple urban functions and exploring architectural design alternatives, presented in
the associated Deliverable 7.3 [10]. The outcome of this task was two designs which were based on platform size
and context, see following figures.
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Figure 2-7: Urban Blocks concept

Figure 2-6: Compact Fortress Concept

The following key considerations have been implemented in the design [10]:







2.5.3

Accessibility and proximity to green and public space
Accessibility to platforms, waterfront accessibility and boat mooring facilities
Creation of functional ‘zones’ and spatial integration among functions (e.g. schools in proximity libraries
or sport areas)
Density and Floor Space Index
Wind Protection (tunnel-effect)
Platform motions

Farming@Sea

The concept developed within WP8 describes the solar-driven photosynthetic production of microalgae biomass
using sea water as process media. This saltwater environment in combination with an effective distribution of sunlight provides ideal growth conditions to produce high-value products, e.g. supplemental feed for fish larvae. The
production of this high-quality microalgae biomass requires stable growth conditions and a cultivation environment
with effective control mechanisms, which is the key goal of the designed production system described here.
The production of micro-algae is a two-step process. After reaching a defined biomass concentration in the photobioreactors on the platform, the microalgae culture is harvested and, thus, concentrated for easier transport to the
floating modules. Before inoculation, the culture is diluted with sea water to reach a starting concentration in the
production units of 1 g/l. After addition of nutrients, the microalgae culture grows in batch mode until harvest concentration. Mixing tanks at the floating modules provide a closed-cycle operation as well as the water management,
nutrient supply and harvesting.

Figure 2-8: Bioreactor assembled of eight tube helices [11]
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The total cultivation volume per platform module is 32 m³, given by 8 × 8 light collector modules including mixing
tanks and peripheral piping systems, Figure 2-9. The modules are supposed to be operated individually, so that a
stable biomass production of microalgae can be ensured. The distance between the inoculation modules on the
platform is 2 m.
Figure 2-10 depicts the production scenario consisting of one inoculation platform (shown in Figure 2-9) providing
the microalgae starting cultures for 9 floating production units. Each unit provides a cultivation volume of 56 m³,
giving a total cultivation volume of 504 m³. Both, inoculation modules and production units consist of harvest and
mixing tanks for material processing (inoculation, harvest, sea water and nutrient supply).

Figure 2-9: Design of floating platform module (45 × 45 m) for the cultivation of microalgae inoculation material [12]

2.5.4

Figure 2-10: Scenario of offshore microalgae production site (cultivation volume
production unit 504 m³) [12]

Transport&Logistics@Sea

The general principles of an offshore floating container terminal were laid down in Deliverable 9.2 [13]. The hub
was designed to be fully automated with electric rail mounted STS (ship to shore) cranes for ships (un)loading at
berths and RMGs (rail mounted gantry cranes) for container storage on dedicated terminal areas. For the modular
island design of the Space@Sea concepts, the compactness of the available container storage spaces ruled out additional container carriers between berths and/or storage areas. An innovative transfer mode of containers throughout the terminal was devised employing RMGs only. In this selected RMGs feature, additional cantilevered outreach
arms are able to deposit/take containers to/from two or three different neighbouring storage areas. With the standard
Space@Sea floating 45x45 m module design, a direct association between modules, storage areas and RMGs was
considered: i.e. a single storage area on each module, serviced by a single RMG. By that, the RMG size fell within
the typical commercially available cranes for onshore terminals. A full scale design with details of a RMG crane of
3D CAD model is presented in Figure 2-11.

Figure 2-11: Detailed 3D CAD model for type A RMG crane
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Early in the project it was estimated that a floating container terminal cannot withstand the offshore wave environment in the North Sea and some form of sheltering should be provided. In Deliverable 9.7 [14] it was proposed to
introduce a system of breakwaters, not connected to the terminal and sheltering other Space@Sea business cases,
too. The solution was dimensioned, based on the work described in Deliverable 9.3 [15]. There, an optimization of
terminal services over rectangular terminal layouts with two quays on opposite edges was provided. Out of five
analysed scenarios, the designed terminal was aimed to a specific economic target for the associated port of Antwerp
with a total throughput of over 5.6 million TEUs per year - backed up by a 18960 TEUs total containers storage
capacity in 3 TEU high stacks supporting the throughput with a 1-day dwell.
The solution was worked out to a Basic Engineering Design level in [14]. It includes modules arrangement below
deck for marine utilities in line with the standard 45x45 detail design of [3], modules arrangement above deck
(superstructure) for the container terminal function (STS, RMG and container storage areas), access routes for emergency interventions and essential on deck utilities (firefighting, access to below deck). The full automation was
further enforced by automatic coning machines (emerging technology; attached to STSs), automatic vacuum vessel
mooring systems (AMS – basically well-established technology) and essentially a gravitational/frictional locking
system for container in stacks backed by a minimal cell guides system of 40’ – similar to cell guide systems on deck
of container carrier vessels. Furthermore, an Operations, Maintenance and Control service centre (TSC), designed
in [16], was included into the Transport&Logistics@Sea hub.
The optimization resulted in two quays with different berth lengths and were designated as an 895 m Ocean quay
for up to 2 ultra large container-carrier vessels (ULCV) and a 645 m Inland quay reserved for several hinterland
connection vessels. The Ocean quay is designed to be serviced by 9 STS cranes suitable for the largest ULCVs and
the Inland quay by 13 STS. Typically, all STS cranes are fitted with tandem spreaders. The total container storage,
allowing the RMG-based transfer method, is organized on 85 standard 45x45 modules and serviced by 83 RMGs.
The design resulted in a total of 6 different module/storage area arrangements designated A to F and 4 different
RMG crane types.
The figure below gives a 3D overview over a possible sheltered floating container terminal. For further details,
reference is made to Deliverable [14], its appendices and the associated engineering drawings.

Figure 2-12: Overview of a T&L Hub with Container Handling at the Ocean quay [14]
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3.

Installation Site and Overall Layout of the Integrated Model

3.1

Environmental Conditions

As location for the integrated island, the Bay of Montpellier in the Mediterranean Sea (Business Case 2) has been
chosen. Long term statistical data of the site has been analysed and relevant characteristics are presented in [4].
Scatter diagrams of the probability and energy contribution of different sea states can be found on Figure 3-1. For
the design and investigation of the demonstrator island, at least the conditions gathered in Table 3-1 shall be simulated and tested.

Figure 3-1: Occurrences (left) and yearly energy contribution (right) of seastates in the Mediterranean Sea

Table 3-1: Relevant sea states for the Space@Sea island at the Mediterranean Sea

3.2

Hs [m]

Tp [s]

Most frequent seastate

1.00

5.60

Most energy contribution per year

2.50

7.84

100 years Hs, critical Tp

5.93

10.50

Module Arrangement of Demonstrator-Island

To demonstrate how a modular Space@Sea island could look like and to investigate the interaction of several modules, connectors and mooring lines, an integrated island layout has been drafted. It is inspired by the business case
layout of the Mediterranean Sea, described in several WPs and also taken for the mooring development [5]. Thus,
the number of modules is reasonable and the approximate mooring properties are known. However, the integrated
layout does not claim to be the economic and technical optimal arrangement but shall just be an example where
many aspects and subsystems can be studied. All four use cases elaborated in the Space@Sea Project are included
in the layout. Based on general considerations and requirements [17] and [18], discussion of issues affecting the
integration [6], learnings from simulation-studies performed before [5] and new simulations, the module arrangement shown on Figure 3-2 has been set up. The applications (WP6-9) are marked in different colours.
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225°

180°

Rough sector of
mean wave direction

WP6 – Wave Energy Converters
WP6 – Energyhub@Sea
WP7 – Living@Sea
WP8 – Faming@Sea
WP9 – Transport&Logistics@Sea

Figure 3-2: Integrated basic layout of Space@Sea island demonstrator

In general, except for the WECs, all applications ask for large uninterrupted deckspace and the least possible motions. Furthermore, simulation studies about the mooring design had shown that the pitch motion of the modules (or
alternatively the mooring loads) can be substantially lowered if the wave-ward 45m-modules are bundled to 95mor even larger rigid sub-islands [5]. Thus, it was decided to position large modules at the wave-ward side. Besides,
subsystem tests proved that WECs at the outer edge of the Space@Sea island reduce the motion of the following
modules by extracting energy from the waves [6]. Thus, also in the demonstrator configuration, WEC-modules shall
be positioned at the outer edge, facing the mean direction of incoming waves.
As large deck space is most important for the Logistic@Sea hub and spray and green water on deck less critical
than for other applications, it was decided to use all 95 m-modules for it (dark yellow). To reduce the motions
between quay and cargo vessels, loading and unloading shall take place in a protected area with reduced wave
height. Therefore, the Space@Sea modules are arranged in a way that they form a harbour basin with sufficient
quay lengths. It is expected, that this arrangement plus the WECs and 95 m modules will already significantly
contribute to a sheltered cargo handling, so that the breakwaters, mentioned in 2.5.4 can be saved. The T&L Hub
of the exemplary island, corresponds roughly to the equipment-optimized scenario D of Deliverable 9.4 [12] which
aims to service small-scale vessels up to the largest Panamax carriers with about 6000 TEU. The layout of the hub
is described later in 5.3.4 and can be found in the appendix on Figure 0-2.
The Energy@Sea hub (grey) shall also be accessible by ships. Furthermore, it should be ensured that the windturbine
is not leewards of larger buildings or close to living areas (noise pollution). Photovoltaic panels should not be shaded
by other constructions. The chosen layout of the Energy Hub is described in 5.3.1 and visualized in the appendix
on Figure 0-1.
Living@Sea (green) shall take place where noise pollution is low and the environmental conditions more benign.
Between the Logistics Hub and Energy Hub uninhabited area like parks, sport clubs or shopping malls shall be
included. The layout is described later in 5.3.2.
Farming@Sea modules (blue) have been positioned with a reasonable distance from the living modules to minimize
odour nuisance. The hub is also equipped with a sheltered quayside for an efficient flow of goods.
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4.

Numerical Work as Support for the Design

4.1

Introduction

In the previous section the integrated model has been presented. To support the development of the physical tank
test model and prove some considerations, a numerical model has been set up. Iteratively, the main physical characteristics of the components were included. By that, motions and loads could be predicted and suitable components
and sensors for the physical model selected.
The results were obtained with the DIFFRAC and aNySIM tool developed by MARIN, which is described in Section
4.3. The software has been used, extended and validated before in the Space@Sea project as described in [19]. A
comparison has been made between the motion response and inter-modular connection forces between model tests
and numerical simulations. Despite a number of inevitable uncertainties caused by mainly linearization and simplifications regarding viscous effects in the simulations, uncertainties caused by transverse reflection from the basin
walls and finite stiffness of the hinges in the tests, a good agreement has been found between simulations and tests
in motions as well as in forces. The tool was deemed to be validated within the uncertainty of the tests [19].

4.2

Short Description of DIFFRAC/DRIFTP

The added mass, damping, wave loads and wave drift forces are calculated using MARIN's linear diffraction theory
programs DIFFRAC and DRIFTP. In DIFFRAC / DRIFTP the linearized velocity potential problem is solved using
a three-dimensional source distribution technique.
The mean wetted part of a structure is approximated by a large number of panel elements. The distribution of source
singularities on these panels forms the velocity potential describing the fluid flow around the body. The pressure
distribution is calculated from the velocity potential. The added mass and damping coefficients, as well as the first
order wave forces (DIFFRAC) and second order wave drift forces (DRIFTP) are then determined from the pressure
distribution and written to a hydrodynamic database. All calculations in DIFFRAC / DRIFTP are carried out in the
frequency domain. More details about the diffraction analysis are given in [19].
Non-realistic high wave elevations between multiple floaters can be suppressed with a free surface lid in DIFFRAC.
This lid contains a tuning parameter denoted as 𝜖, which reduces the wave elevations in the gap as a percentage.
This parameter is tuned such, that first order and second order wave drift forces match with model basin experiments.

4.3

Short Description of aNySIM

The time-domain simulation program aNySIM can simulate the behaviour of multiple floating bodies under the
action of combined swell, wind seas, current and wind. The effect of mooring lines and other mechanical components on the floater motions can also be taken into account. In the simulations, the combined low frequency and
wave frequency motions of each body are calculated in 6 DOF in the time-domain, using a retardation function
approach.
The mathematical model is based on a time-step solution of the system of coupled differential equations of motion
in which the fluid reaction forces are described with convolution integrals according to the Cummins' formulation.
The program uses linear diffraction data, wave forces, added mass and damping. In this way arbitrary hull forms
can be accounted for. Frequency dependent added mass and damping coefficients are transformed into inertia coefficients, retardation functions and response functions. The instantaneous first and second order wave forces can be
taken into account. These are the wave forces for the actual position of the body.
The retardation functions as well as the added inertia coefficients are determined using the results of the diffraction
calculations. The following forces are included:





Wind forces
Current forces
First order wave forces
Mean wave drift forces
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4.4

Second order wave drift forces
Viscous damping forces
Restoring forces of lines
Fender forces
Thruster forces

Added Viscous Damping

As mentioned before, DIFFRAC and aNySIM have already been validated using model tests done by TU Delft [19].
The largest deviation from the experimental Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) is normally the amplitude of
the peak response and comes from the absence of viscous damping in the linear diffraction calculation. To counteract, a common practice is to add viscous damping till the RAO at the natural frequency is matching the model test
results.
During the TU Delft tests, no test has been performed at the natural roll and pitch frequency for a single square
module. Thus, for the simulations of the integrated model new tank tests of the single square have been used, carried
out by the DST and described in [6].
To increase the match of the numerically and experimentally generated RAOs, following viscous damping has been
added to the radiation damping of the standard module: 16% of the critical damping for heave and 8% for pitch and
roll. By using these values, the single body motions predictions of the DIFFRAC/aNySIM-tool show good agreement with the experiments (Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2). The quite high values of additional damping are expected
to result from the fact, that the experiments were done in model scale and the computations conducted in full scale.
Thus, the experimental results are assumed to show an increased impact of viscous forces due to the different Reynolds scaling.
m
[ ]
m

°
[ ]
m

Figure 4-1: Heave RAO [m/m]

Figure 4-2: Pitch/Roll RAO [deg/m]

In the DST tank tests, only 45m modules were tested with the WEC-module that provided active, nonlinear damping
through the Power Take Off (PTO) System. However, the 95m module has not been tested and the WEC has not
been tested without damping. Thus, for these modules, no RAOs can be compared. To predict motions and loads
conservatively, in a first step no viscous damping has been added to the potential damping. It is envisaged to refine
the numerical model and to include the viscous damping by using the results from the upcoming tank tests at
MARIN.
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4.5

Simulation Model

Figure 4-3: Visualization of DIFFRAC-Simulation Model of the submerged part of the Integrated Island Design

As a first step, a diffraction computation with the program DIFFRAC has been done to obtain a hydrodynamic
database file, which contains wave excitation forces, wave drift forces and wave radiation forces. This file is an
input file for the time domain simulation program aNySIM. For the computation, the submerged area of the islandmodules has been divided into 135.000 panels, see Figure 4-3. The (latest) simulation model contains 33 standard
45 m modules, 18 large 95 m modules and 22 WEC-modules, arranged as shown on Figure 3-2. In all gaps between
the modules, a damping lid is placed in order to smoothen the unrealistic sloshing-induced peaks in the added mass
and radiation damping. The value that is used for the damping lids is 𝜖 =0.03. It is a standard value in DIFFRAC
and has not been tuned for the Space@Sea island.
The diffraction computation has been performed for wave frequencies from 0.01 rad/s ≤ 𝜔 ≤ 2 rad/s in steps of
0.01 rad/s and wave directions from 0-360 degrees in intervals of 5 degrees. For the calculations, 24 cores at 3.3
GHz each have been used (parallel computing). With that, the duration of the computation took almost 200 hours.
In the next step, the time domain simulations have been performed with the program aNySIM. There, also nonlinear
properties of the island can be included and investigated. To decrease computational effort as well as construction
costs and time, the mooring from the Bluewater design [5] has been bundled with a factor of two to 46 lines as
shown in on Figure 4-41 and modelled as catenary lines. The bundling is such that one line in the model represents
two lines in reality. This is achieved by doubling the weight and pretension of the chain. The line length and mooring
radius are left unchanged. It should be noted that the resulting mooring line tensions are later be divided over the
two lines they represent in reality. In other words, the obtained line forces are twice as high in the model than in
reality. In the same manner, the amount of Graz-connectors per module is reduced for the same reason: In the full
scale design, 12 or 24 fenders and three cables are used per side of a 45 m module [5]. In the simulation model,
their properties have been bundled to three fenders and two cables per 45 m. The Graz-connectors are modelled
using a compression spring for the fender and an extension spring for the cables between the gaps. The WEC is
connected by two joints that allow rotation around the axis that is defined by the two hinges, only. All other DOF
are locked by means of the stiffness matrix of the joint. The stiffness has been chosen as a compromise between the
remaining motions in the undesired DOF and stability of the simulation. The time step for the time domain simulations was set to 0.01s. Larger time steps caused instabilities in the simulations. With this time step a real-time factor
of 0.03 was realized, meaning that the simulations were 1/0.03=33 times slower than the reality.

1

The figure also shows the labelling of the modules and mooring-lines that is being used for references.
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A time domain simulation of 12600 seconds (0.5 hour prerun + 3.0 hours for postprocessing) therefore took
1
= 420.000 s = 116.7 h ≈ 5 days on 1 core.
0.03
Almost 4000 output channels are logged during the simulation. The following output channels are contained:
12.600s ⋅







Motions, velocities and accelerations in six DOF for all 73 bodies
Relative pitch angles between each pair of adjacent modules
Forces in each compression spring
Forces in each extension spring
Forces and remaining length on seabed in each mooring line

To have an idea how the configurations looks like in aNySIM, please find below the labelled layout and a snapshots
of the model.

bow

stern
Figure 4-4: Labelling of modules and mooring lines
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Figure 4-5: Visualization of aNySIM-Simulation Model of the Integrated Island Design

4.6

Results

In the following, the relevant results from the frequency and time domain simulations for the model design are
presented. All results are given in full scale. The “run#” numbers in Table 4-2 to Table 4-5 refer to the wave conditions listed in Table 4-1. The position of the labelled modules (S1 to 22, M1 to 33 and L1 to 18) and mooringlines
can be found on Figure 4-4. The relative environmental headings (waves direction “dir”) are defined as follows:
0 degree heading
90 degrees heading
180 degrees heading
270 degrees heading

:
:
:
:

stern on
starboard side on
bow on
port side on
Table 4-1: Simulated Seastates and their Labelling
run#
[-]
1001
1002
1003
1005
1006
1007

4.6.1

Hs
[m]

Tp
[s]

1.00
2.00
5.93
1.00
2.00
5.93

5.60
7.84
10.50
5.60
7.84
10.50

dir
[deg]
180
180
180
225
225
225

Relative Motions

On the figures below, the local heave RAO per meter wave height is visualized for different exemplary wave frequencies and two relevant directions. The plots were generated using the frequency domain results for the island
including connectors and mooring. As the mooring line behavior is not linear, the RAOs need to be handled with
care and shall give qualitative impressions, only.
As expected, in average, the wave-ward modules show the largest local vertical motions for all simulated wave
directions. However, for wavelengths close to the peak response at T≈10s, the smaller 45 m modules have a larger
pitch response than the large modules. Thus, for shorter waves, no area can be defined as the most critical one.
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The WEC-modules have their strongest pitch response in wave periods of around 7.6 s. Sea states with this energy
period contribute the most to the annual incoming wave energy at the Mediterranean site, which is why the WECs
have been dimensioned accordingly in Task 6.2 [4]. The 45 and 95 m modules are hardly excited for shorter waves
but show strong pitch motions for wave periods of around 10 s. For periods of about 28 s, the island shows a yawing
of the starboard “arm” to the right of the harbor basin. Also, the whole island acts like a wave rider with a ratio of
wave height to heave equals 1. According to the wave climate statistics, however, these waves with periods larger
than 10 s hardly ever occur on the installation site (Figure 3-1).

T ≈ 6.3s

T ≈ 7.6s

T ≈ 10.1s

T ≈ 27.9s

T ≈ 14.8s

Figure 4-6: Local heave RAO in m/m for waves to 180 degrees, depending on wave period

For waves coming from an angle, the modules either pitch or roll along the gaps: Some DOF are restricted due to
the adjacent modules. For the most common wave periods up to 10 s, this effect is visible on Figure 4-7. For longer
waves, the modules are able to follow the waves. Again, for T≈25s, the right island-wing shows strong yawing.
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T ≈ 25.1s

T ≈ 10.1s

T ≈ 6.3s

Figure 4-7: Local heave RAO in m/m for waves to 225 degrees, depending on wave period

In Table 4-2 and Table 4-3, maximum values for absolute and relative roll- and pitch-amplitudes of the modules are
gathered. The results are gained from time-domain simulations. For the standard modules, roll is defined as a rotation around the 0-180 degrees axis, pitch as rotation around the 90-270 degrees axis. For the WECs, a special
convention has been chosen to accentuate whether the floater is moving in a desired way: Here, roll means, the
WEC-floater moves together with the module to which it is attached (not desired). Pitch refers to the rotation around
the gap (desired). So, when the standard modules pitch, the WEC-modules at the left side of the island roll due to
the coupling.
Larger amplitudes at the WEC modules are colored in green as they lead to increased forces and velocities at the
PTO system and thus to a larger energy output. In contrast, large motions at the other modules shall be avoided by
all means and are marked in yellow.
Both, the absolute as well as the relative motions are largest for waves bow on. It can be expected that the motions
reach similar levels for waves coming from the side.
As identified before with the frequency domain results, for shorter waves up to around 7.5 s (irregular sea states
with run# 1001, 1002, 1005 and 1006), the small modules show a slightly larger response than the large modules –
especially at the stern of the island where the modules are not surrounded by other modules, not moored and therefore less constrained.
Table 4-2: Maximum Motion of Module
maximum roll around gap
WEC Module
Non-WEC Module
run#
[-]
1001
1002
1003
1005
1006
1007

location
[-]
S_15
S_14
S_14
S_1
S_1
S_4

Version 1.0

magnitude
[deg]
0.08
0.99
7.71
0.12
0.51
2.50

location
[-]
M_29
M_5
M_29
M_29
M_29
M_29

magnitude
[deg]
1.16
1.18
1.88
1.10
1.49
3.08

07-08-2020

maximum pitch around gap
WEC Module
Non-WEC Module
location
[-]
S_1
S_11
S_6
S_18
S_16
S_10

magnitude
[deg]
2.07
10.12
30.27
1.49
7.67
23.68

location
[-]
M_29
M_29
L_1
M_33
M_33
M_30

magnitude
[deg]
1.04
2.32
7.70
1.02
1.51
6.13
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Table 4-3: Maximum relative Motion of adjacent Modules

run#
[-]
1001
1002
1003
1005
1006
1007

4.6.2

maximum relative roll
WEC Module involved
Non-WEC Module involved
location
magnitude
location
magnitude
[-]
[deg]
[-]
[deg]
L_1_S_14
0.47 M_30_M_29
2.37
L_1_S_14
2.77 M_30_M_29
2.28
L_1_S_14
8.42 M_30_M_29
3.44
L_1_S_13
1.38 M_30_M_29
2.24
L_7_S_16
7.37 M_30_M_29
2.38
L_17_S_22
22.66 L_10_L_9
5.31

maximum relative pitch
WEC Module involved
Non-WEC Module involved
location
magnitude
location
magnitude
[-]
[deg]
[-]
[deg]
L_6_S_12
1.92 M_30_M_24
1.51
L_5_S_11
11.20 M_31_M_25
3.55
L_2_S_4
38.29 L_7_L_1
14.04
L_1_S_1
1.39 M_31_M_25
1.52
L_2_S_4
7.64 M_31_M_25
2.19
L_5_S_10
25.41 M_24_M_18
7.39

Connector Forces

The connector-forces split into pressure forces in the fenders (-) and tension in the cables (+). As the fender provides
a stiffness in all directions, in following table the fender loads are divided into x-, y- and z-direction. Like for the
motions, also for the connector forces, sea state number 1003 is the most critical one, where the largest connectorforces occur on the starboard side of the island which mainly consists of the smaller 45m modules. The most compressed fender reaches up to six times its mean axial force of 10MN, the most tensioned cable about 1.6 times its
pretension of 15MN.
Table 4-4: Maximum Forces in Graz-Connectors
FX_Fender
run#
[-]
1001
1002
1003
1005
1006
1007

4.6.3

location
[-]
M_2_L_12
L_13_L_7
M_2_L_12
M_2_L_12
M_2_L_12
M_6_M_4

magnitude
[MN]
-19.602
-26.322
-63.145
-18.198
-20.849
-41.155

FY_Fender
location
[-]
L_5_L_4
L_4_L_3
L_5_L_4
L_5_L_4
L_5_L_4
L_9_L_8

magnitude
[MN]
-15.964
-22.081
-54.352
-15.373
-17.811
-37.516

FZ_Fender
location
[-]
M_1_L_12
M_1_L_12
L_9_L_8
M_1_L_12
L_7_L_1
L_7_L_1

magnitude
[MN]
-4.320
-5.296
-30.105
-4.303
-9.002
-30.546

F_Cable
location
[-]
M_1_L_12
L_13_L_7
M_3_M_1
M_1_L_12
M_1_L_12
M_23_M_17

magnitude
[MN]
14.276
15.480
24.740
14.236
14.779
20.149

Mooring Forces

High mooring line loads result from low frequent effects as seen on the time traces, Figure 4-8. The maximum
mooring line loads at the 95- and 45 m modules are listed in Table 4-5.

Figure 4-8: Time trace of y-position of module L1 and force in the attached mooringline 46 in #1003
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As expected, the maximum mooring line force has been detected during sea state 1003 in mooringline 46 which is
connected to module L1 at the front of the island and going to the port-side. The tension in the line corresponds to
the sway (y-direction) of the module/whole island, compare Figure 4-8. The smaller the y-position, the larger the
displacement and tension in the lines at the port side.
Table 4-5: Maximum Load in Mooringline
attached to L
run#
[-]

location
[-]

attached to M
magnitude
[MN]

location
[-]

magnitude
[MN]

1001

Anch_36

1.635

Anch_29

1.649

1002
1003
1005
1006
1007

Anch_36

1.773
6.425
1.633
1.833
3.817

Anch_29

1.895
3.265
1.668
1.954
3.214

Anch_46
Anch_36
Anch_36
Anch_36

Anch_29
Anch_29
Anch_29
Anch_29

In all other simulated wave conditions, the largest mooring line forces occur at the corners of the stern of the island.
This fact is surprising as it was expected that the mooring loads are largest at the wave ward side where the wave
drift force already leads to a pretension of the lines. The reason for the load peaks at the rear could be, that there are
less and shorter lines. Furthermore, the 45 m modules M16-33 are not moored and less restricted due to missing
surrounding modules. Thus, they show large motions which have a retroactive effect on the moored modules L17
and M15 and thereby include large load amplitudes into the mooring lines.
It should be remembered that these simulations were performed before the model tests with the purpose of selecting
the right type of sensors. Based on the resulting forces and motions, the measurement setup has been designed.
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5.

Design and Realisation of Integrated Model

In the following chapter, the physical modelling of the integrated Space@Sea island is being presented. First, an
overview over the boundary conditions (wave tank) is given. Afterwards, in 0, the basic model with integrated
results from WP3 (mooring), WP4 (modules and connectors) and WP6 (WEC-modules and -connectors) is described. This model will be equipped with sensors and used for a tank testing campaign in July 2020 within Task
10.5 at MARIN. In October 2020, a final, only visual demonstration of the integrated Space@Sea island design and
its applications will take place at MARIN. For that, the chosen superstructure-models are presented in 5.3.

5.1

General boundary conditions and model scale

The model of the island shall be tested and demonstrated in MARIN’s Offshore Basin (OB), Figure 5-1. It is 45 m
long, 36 m wide and has an adjustable water depth with a maximum of 10 m. The basin is mainly designed for
testing models of fixed, moored or dynamically positioned offshore structures in waves, wind and current. The
island shall be tested in waves with and without currents.

Figure 5-1: Overview over the Offshore Basin

Figure 5-2: Current inlet

At two adjacent sides of the OB, segmented wave generators consisting of hinged flaps are installed. The capability
of the wave flaps is limited due to power, wave flap angles or wave breaking criteria. Figure 5-3 shows the wave
generation capability at model scale of long crested waves from the wave makers. The horizontal axis represents
the peak period of the wave spectrum in [s], the vertical axis represents the significant wave height in [m] at model
scale. It should be noted that these plots are indicative and depend on many parameters (spectrum enhancement
factor, water depth, current, wave direction).
The current generation system in the OB consists of 6 separate layers, each equipped with its own pump. Current
can be generated over the full depth of 10.0 m with the ability of adjusting the vertical current profiles with constant
speeds. The water is flowing into the basin from one side and flowing out on the opposite side over the full basin
width. Outside the basin the water is re-circulated through a system of large channels, in order to avoid re-circulation
in the basin itself. On Figure 5-2 the inlet of the six current layers is displayed. Figure 5-4 shows the capability of
the current generation system in model scale. The minimum and maximum current speeds that can be achieved are
represented as a function of the basin depth. Also, this Figure shows that the current generation system is designed
to standard current profiles, i.e. the deeper the water, the lower the current speed.
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Figure 5-3: Wave generation capability in the OB

Figure 5-4: Current generation capability in the OB

For the model, a scale of 60 was selected so that the mooring footprint fits in the OB2. Furthermore, all relevant sea
states and the current can be generated. The scaled model including the catenary lines and the cargo vessel as well
as the position of the island in the tank are drawn on Figure 5-5.

2

Mooring lines at the port side and stern are shorted as simulations showed smaller load levels.
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Figure 5-5: Overview over island layout with cargo vessel, connectors, numbered modules and projected mooring lines
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5.2

Integrated Model for Tank Testing Campaign

In the following, the basic island model consisting of modules, connectors and mooring is described, see Figure
5-6. It shall be used for a tank testing campaign in T10.5 to investigate the overall behavior in terms of motions,
forces and mooring loads.

Figure 5-6: Built and assembled tank test model of Space@Sea demonstrator with integrated results from WP3, WP4 and WP6

5.2.1

Modules and Ballasting

The Space@Sea modules, described before, were produced by MARIN. Considering the scaled displacement, manufacturing time and costs, wood has been selected as main material. The lids are made of transparent Plexiglas in
order to be able to visually detect leakage during the test campaign. To avoid any leakage, impregnated, pre-compressed foam sealing tape is put under the lid which is then screwed on. As shown on the following figures, wooden
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stiffeners have been included to avoid deforming of the modules. A torsion test of a large module showed an average
deformation of only 0.157 mm/kg on the corners.
On a completely designed, full-scale Space@Sea island, the modules are expected to have different vertical centres
of gravity (COG) and in case of various side heights also different draughts. The whole island shall have an equal
deck level. For the tank tests, side height, draught and COG are kept constant for all modules, i.e. H=11m and T=8m
in full-scale and the COG in the centre of the volume. Thereby, comparisons of the behaviour of different islandareas are easier and sources of errors during software validation are reduced. The inertia properties of each moduletype have been measured using a Resonic-system. Mass of the bare modules, additional ballast and radii of inertia
are listed in following table.
Table 5-1: Model mass properties of Space@Sea modules
Module
45m x 45m

Mass of empty Module
[kg]
16.3

Mass of Ballast
[kg]
57.5

Overall mass
[kg]
73.8

Radii of Inertia [m]
k_xx
k_yy
0.223
0.223

k_zz
0.306

95m x 95m

69.5

261.8

331.3

0.460

0.460

0.646

WEC

6.6

4.5

11.1

0.217

0.129

0.251

Some of the modules are equipped with sensors that weigh up to 15 kg which has been taken into account during
ballasting. 10 kg of the ballast of each module was used for manual trim which is why it is placed on deck for easier
access, see Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-7: Trim of several connected 45m modules

For the visual demonstration in October, the ballast on top of the modules will be put inside or omitted to have the
full deck area for the superstructure as no mass-requirements need to be fulfilled. However, all superstructure is
supposed to be kept light.

5.2.2

Mooring

The mooring properties have been derived from the engineering design presented in [5]. In the tests of the demonstrator island, waves are coming from 180 to 225 degrees, only. Therefore, it was expected and validated in simulations that mooring lines at the shielded sides (starboard and stern) can be shortened in order to get similar usage
factors and economic efficiencies. The reduced mean load levels come from the fact, that the wave drift force moves
the whole island in a new mean position where the pretension is higher in the waveward lines. Besides the shortening, the number of mooring lines has been lowered for the demonstrator model to reduce computational effort during
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simulations as well as time and costs for material and manufacturing of the physical model. The relevant properties
from the engineering design have been bundled accordingly. By considering the scaled line lengths, scaled and
bundled pretension and weight as well as the defined axial stiffness, the position of the anchors and thus the projected line length has been derived. The arrangement with the projected mooringlines is shown on Figure 5-5.
As mentioned before, in Task 3.4, a full scale chain with an underwater mass of 493 kg/m was chosen [5]. In model
scale, it equals to an underwater mass of about 232 g/m for the bundled line including shackle and load sensor. For
modelling, stainless steel chain C4 ø4 x 32mm has been selected. It is 7% lighter than the scaled value from [5].
However, simulations showed that the maximum load is still not reached. For anchoring in the tank, 50kg gravity
anchors shall be used.
During manufacturing, each line was cut to the aimed length, weighed in water and in some cases equipped with
additional mass, equally distributed over the length. In advance of the tank testing, a static load test with adjusting
the anchor positions as well as a check of the free floating zero position of the island model will be done to further
compensate for possible small deviations in line length or similar.

Figure 5-8: Gravity anchors and mooringlines

5.2.3

Connectors

Graz-Connector
The Graz-connector has been modelled using two different kinds of springs, see Figure 5-9. Their main characteristics are listed in Table 5-2. The large spring simulates the fenders, the thinner one the cables. Like in the simulations, the number of fenders was bundled to two fenders per 45m-gap, providing similar properties like the 12 small
fenders from the original Graz-design, see page 7. The amount of cables was reduced from three to two per 45m
gap, also keeping the physical characteristics per gap equal.
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Figure 5-9: Visualization and photo of fender-springs (upper), photo of 4 whole connector-assembles (lower)
Table 5-2: Main properties of fender- and cable-springs for Graz-Connector
Component
Fenderspring
Cablespring

Diameter Spring
[mm]
50
10

Diameter Wire
[mm]

Initial
Length [mm]

Axial Stiffness
[N/mm]

Traverse Stiffness
[N/mm]

Bending Stiffness
[Nmm/rad]

5
2

85
122

14.55
2.65

11.69
neglected

10245.61
neglected

In contrast to the full scale design, however, no watertight channels for the cables have been built. Instead, the cablesprings were mounted on deck of the modules. Due to the lever, a moment was acting on the modules. Where three
modules were located in a row, the middle one was leveled out. The ones, located on the side of the island, slightly
heeled/pitched – also with mooring lines attached to them. However, in order to avoid too many different model
parameters and thus offer an easier and less error-prone numerical modelling during validations of the simulations,
it was decided to keep the COG and pretension in the springs equal at all modules.
For the visual demonstration of the integrated Space@Sea island in October 2020, when the model is carrying
superstructure, it is planned to detach the cable springs on deck. Thereby, the visual impression is more similar to
the Graz-design with the cables running in the modules and the whole module-area can be used to place superstructure on it.
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WEC-Connector
As mentioned before, no special connector for the WEC-module has been designed within the Space@Sea project.
Only the requirement has been formulated, that the connector allows pure pitching of the WEC- and standard module relatively to each other. Furthermore, the axis of rotation shall be positioned as close to the standard module as
possible. For the tank test model, a connector has been designed, which consists of two pillow block bearings (Figure
5-10, left) and a joint axis, rigidly connected to the WEC-module. Each joint axis is built from two interlocking and
spot welded laser-cut parts (Figure 5-10, center). Per WEC-module, two connectors are used to reduce the torque
per connector (Figure 5-10, right).

MODELGEGEVENS
Model No.
Figure 5-10: M10128
Built WEC connector
Opdracht No.
32558
Modelschaal = 63.2
5.2.4 Container Vessel
Lengte 0-20 = 4398.7 mm
Within the Space@Sea project, Spantafstand
island-vessel-interactions
havemm
been studied [20]. Also during the tank tests, moor= 219.9
ingloads between a sheltered vessel and the pier of the offshore harbor quay of the demonstrator island shall be
Max.
509.5
mm
measured, see Figure 5-5. For the
tests,breedte
a MARIN=stock
model
No. M10128 shall be used. It has a length between
perpendiculars of 𝐿𝑝𝑝 = 269.92Materiaal
m and a breadth =
of 𝐵hout
= 30.57 m in full scale. Lineplan and a photo of the model
can be found below. For the mooring between vessel and island, the same springs used for modelling the fenders
shall be used.

dun oplijmen

STAT. 0

STAT. 20

dek

verschansing
427.2

338.6
STAT. 0

STAT. 20

Figure 5-11: Lineplan of the container vessel model used for the investigation of island-vessel-interaction
OPDRACHTGEVER : I&W
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Figure 5-12: Photo of the container vessel model used for the investigation of island-vessel-interaction
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5.3

Superstructure for Final Presentation of Space@Sea Project

In the following, the characteristic superstructures of the four different applications chosen for the demonstrator of
the integrated Space@Sea island are described. It is explained and visualized, how the models will be arranged,
simplified and manufactured3 for the demonstration at MARIN in October 2020.

Figure 5-13: Visualization of the whole integrated demonstrator model

3

Some of the models have already been built.
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5.3.1

Energy@Sea

The main buildings of the energy hub, mentioned on page 8, shall be simplified and modelled like shown on Figure
5-14 and described as follows.

Figure 5-14: Visualization of the Energy Hub with simplified O&M hub, windturbine and solar panels

Wind Turbine
At DST an assembly of five parts was designed and comprises a foot, tower, hub, rotor and blades, Figure 5-15.
The foot, hub, and rotor are manufactured from different wooden parts either cylindrical for the hub and rotor or
from plate material for the foot. The blades are cut from thinner plat material. The tower is established from a hollow
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tube. Sharp corners are smoothed with filler. The turbine’s overall colour remains as the
filler’s, light grey. The rotor is free to rotate, but not equally balanced. This turbine corresponds to a full-scale design
with an approximate rotor diameter of 28 m and a hub height of 36 m.

Figure 5-15: 3D visualization (left), built model (center) and closeup on the rotor (right) of the wind turbine for the demonstrator
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Solar Panels
The structure for the solar panels shall be milled from foam. The characteristic solar modules shall be visualized by
blue rectangles that will be printed and glued on the foam, see Figure 5-14.
O&M Hub
The 3D model of the O&M hub, designed in WP6, has been simplified like shown on Figure 5-14. It will be built
from a foam block and PVC pipes. The helideck will be visualized by a sticker put on the foam.
Wave energy converter
The demonstrator layout contains 14 WEC modules. It has been decided to include one fully functional WEC with
PTO system into the demonstrator. Therefore, a scaled model of the WEC as sketched in Figure 2-5 was designed.
The WEC module is connected to the standard Space@Sea-module via two WEC connectors, described on page
29. The belt is fixed onto two partial wooden pulleys. On the WEC-floater, the belt is guided over a sprocket and
runs back to the standard Space@Sea-module. A small generator is connected to this sprocket, generating an electric
current when turned. Sprocket and generator are placed in a moonpool. A press-on pulley ensures that the required
pretension of the belt is always guaranteed. In full scale, the pretention will be provided differently. The computerand built model of the described scaled WEC demonstrator is shown in Figure 5-16.

Figure 5-16: Simplified scaled model of WEC and Power Take Off for demonstration
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5.3.2

Living@Sea

The layout of the demonstrator provided a greater level of protection from motion for the Living@Sea modules in
comparison to other work packages. For this reason, it was determined that the demonstrator layout of the living
hub could be designed with greater accessibility to the water compared to the previous concept design explored in
Task 7.4.
Spatial Distribution
SSeveral layouts on a 45m module were explored to determine a suitable distribution of the accessible spaces,
buildings and courtyards as depicted in Figure 5-17.

Accessibility (red) = 769.50m² = 38%
Housing (white) = 1039.5m² = 52%
Courtyard (green) = 216m² = 10%

Accessibility = 504m² = 25%
Housing = 1201.5m² = 59%
Courtyard = 319.5m² = 16%

Accessibility = 384.5m² = 19%
Housing = 1260.5m² = 62%
Courtyard = 380m² = 19%

Figure 5-17: Block distribution exploration

The purpose of this study was to determine the optimal ratio of the building blocks, in terms of block building
heights, widths, cast shadows, green space and accessible widths. The following conclusion was determined
from this study:
•
•
•
•

The optimal courtyard percentage distribution should be around 16%.
The optimal block widths should be 10m (167mm).
The minimum access width for a road should be 3m (50mm).
The maximum access width for boulevard should be 8m (133mm).

Maquette Appearance
The initial concept of the demonstrator was to produce different coloured units to achieve variation of the
45x45m blocks as depicted in Figure 5. The amount of these unit variations was to be kept minimal in order to
limit the complexity of the manufacturing process.

Figure 5-18: Concept of unit & block configuration
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In the design, the height-to-width ratio of the public space between buildings was taken into account, to ensure
sufficient daylight and no collision of the adjacent buildings. It was also determined that a suitable height range
for the units should be between 9 m & 14 m, and therefore an optimal height-to-gap ratio of 1:1 has been
proposed, as highlighted in Figure 5-19.
Additionally, it was proposed that the access routes within the design should not be limited to the perimeter, and
that internal roads could be integrated within the courtyard space as depicted in Figure 5-20.

Figure 5-19: 1:1 Height-to-Gap ratio

Figure 5-20: Block variation courtyard access

Layout of Living Hub for Demonstrator
On the following figure, the proposed assembly of the buildings is shown. Furthermore, ground
floor accessibility, public area and green space are highlighted.

Figure 5-21: Ground Floor Accessibility
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Figure 5-22: Key public areas

Figure 5-23: Green Space

After the layout of the other applications at the integrated Space@Sea island has been finalised, an extension of
the green space has been proposed as depicted in Figure 5-23. This was to achieve an acoustic and visual buffer to
the Logistics Hub on one side and to the wind turbine of the Energy Hub on the other. For green spaces,
inspiration was taken from the visualisations of [10]. Alternatives for the buffer zone could be to include nonresidential blocks such as shopping malls, a theatre, or outdoor amenities such as football, tennis courts, or a
swimming pool
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Figure 5-24: Visualisations of the living hub with 3 variations of painted foam blocks, modelling grass & trees

For the proposed model, a total of 11 unit variations were made to streamline the manufacturing process. Their
specifications were outlined in both 2D and 3D format with assembly instruction.
Material
The proposed material for the model superstructure was foam which was chosen for its cost, fast assembly,
and light-weight properties.
Two common forms of inexpensive foam used for modelling are:
•
•

Expanded polystyrene (EPS), Density Range: 11 to 32 kg/m³.
Extruded polystyrene (XPS), Density Range: 28–45 kg/m³.

The cost of XPS is higher, but this material has a greater density and durability. Given the scale of the project,
it is recommended that foam suppliers should be approached rather than independent retailers.
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Construction
Given the choice of foam material, the superstructure's volumes must be of minimum detail and without acute
angles to prevent breakage, particularly if EPS is used.
It has been proposed that the foam superstructure is to be cut by hand or constructed using a router-based CNC
milling machine. If milling is used as the construction method, consideration of the appropriate router cutter bits
should be made. Given the limited availability of high thickness foam and lengths of router bits, it was
determined that the size of the superstructure volumes must be kept small (subdivided).
Assembly
The modules will be assembled using glue. Precaution must be taken when selecting the glue as foam can
dissolve with the application of certain adhesives.
Colour
The model is to be exhibited with a limited level of detail. It is recommended that the base colour of the platform
should be different from the superstructure (buildings & green areas). Also, it was determined that the use of
coloured paint should be kept to a minimum (3-4 different shades). A CAD file was generated to explore
variations and colours. Most foams can be painted with acrylic or water-based paint, but any solvent-based paint
must be avoided as it will damage the foam. Some foam suppliers also offer different colour ranges of foam; this
option would be preferable and less time-consuming.
Trees & Green space
The proposed design includes approximately 150 trees with a height of around 130mm. It is recommended that a
range of inexpensive 1:50 modelling scale trees are purchased. For green areas, modelling grass was proposed.
This was also discussed as a potential option for highlighting green roofs; this may, however, reduce the
prominence of the block shapes within the model. For the green buffer modules, it is recommended that an
irregular grid should be used for the design as opposed to natural curved green spaces, as this should complement
the ‘blocky’ nature of the model, see Figure 5-23.

5.3.3

Farming@Sea

Figure 5-25: Overview over the simplified model for the Farming@Sea Hub
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The photobioreactor is chosen to be representative for the demonstration of developed superstructures within WP 8
Farming@Sea. Its key feature, the tube helix, is modelled by a coated wire. Together at NEMOS and DST different
manufacturing possibilities have been discussed, in an initial phase of the task. The helix design was converted to a
solid cone to be either manufactured with 3D printing techniques, injection moulding or being replaced by small
drinking glasses made from poly styrene (PS). Aspects of costs for manufacturing, for suppliers, for material, production time, lead time, the abstraction level and the number of processing steps were balanced and discussed with
the designers of the full scale concept at GICON to achieve a compromise and approval. The wire concept is finally
chosen since it models the idea of a helical tube best in combination with less manufacturing steps using an already
green coated wire.
The wire is capable of demonstrating the shape of the tubing as well as the dominating colour of the fluid within
the tubes. Any other supporting structure to arrange the eight tube helixes to one photobioreactor or to circulate the
fluid is not modelled. A commercially available green coated wire suited for mesh fences or floristic matters is
depicted to represent the tubes. At a scale of λ = 60 the tube diameter is equivalent to about 1 mm. Modelling the
tubes with a wire is a compromise between a wire that is easy to wrap and a diameter being representative for the
tube helix, since a thicker wire limits the number of windings. The full-scale design has about 20 windings. For
manufacturing purposes, it has been limited to 10 and a bit thicker wire with a diameter of about 1.2 mm. The
wrapped helix has a taper angle of about 14 ° with a diameter of about 45 mm at the base. The total height of the
helix is about 35 mm. The total length of the wire needed for one helix is about 1.7 m. One end of the wire ends
horizontal, whereas as the other vertically extends about 4 mm below the base plane to serve as a pin for mounting
the wrapped helix to a module lid. Figure 5-26 shows a screenshot of the Computer Aided Design (CAD) model of
the helix on the left. The assembly together with the template to wrap the wire is on the right.
The template to wrap the wire is manufactured by 3D-printing from Poly Lactat Acid (PLA) filament. It features a
negative mould of the helix to guide the wire for wrapping. One end is inserted at the top edge and extends through
the base of the template. This end is used to mount the helix in a borehole of about 1.2 mm. At the bottom, the
wrapping template has a socket for a hex driver. Although inserting, feeding and cutting the wire is still a manual
task the rotation to wrap the wire can be assisted by a drilling machine, cordless screwdriver or even a lathe.

Figure 5-26: Screenshot of CAD model of the coated wire helix (left) and the assembly together with the wrapping template (right). The
photo in the centre shows the first wrapped helix from wire with the one free end stitched into foam to test the mounting on the module
lid. Less light let the actual dark green wire appear black.

In order to demonstrate one photobioreactor, eight wrapped wire helixes are needed. Since the demonstrator module
layout foresees seven modules for representing applications designed within WP 8, 448 helixes (7 × 8 × 8) are to
be manufactured. To simplify the arrangement of these eight helixes, a template is manufactured by 3D-printing
from PLA filament. The assembly of eight helixes establishes one photobioreactor. Again, eight of these are arranged on one 45 m x 45 m module. Processing the algae product and operating the eight reactors requires up to
three small buildings as indicated in Figure 2-9. For the demonstrator these buildings are milled out of foam. The
manufacturing of blocks from foam to represent buildings is done at MARIN.
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5.3.4

Transport&Logistics@Sea

Layout of Transport&Logistics Hub for Demonstrator
In the following, an engineering layout for the superstructure of the T&L Hub for the integrated island is provided.
An overview of the whole assembly of the T&L hub is provided in the 3D model below.

Figure 5-27: Overview over the simplified model for the Superstructure of the T&L Hub

The design was built upon the developments of [14], considering however the differences due to the topology of
the hub. Instead of a rectangular terminal with parallel quays, for the demonstrator an L-shaped terminal is proposed.
Similar to the layout developed in [14], the two quays can be used for Ocean and Inland functions. While both are
equal in physical length (295 m), the full length is only reserved for berths on the Ocean quay. Berths on the Inland
quay are to be used within limitations of suitable clearances to vessels berthed at the Ocean quay, see Figure 5-27.
For both quays, two typical Panamax-sized, twin spreader fitted STS cranes are specified on each 95x95 module,
arranged on a ship-terminal container transfer area of size 95m x 45 m next to the sea. The total number of STS
cranes is thus 12 and the design of the cranes is taken from [14], the Inland quay STS type.
With regard to container storage areas the following has been considered:





Gantry cranes with free spans in the range of about 90 m are estimated unreasonably expensive.
The RMG-based method for transferring containers between storage areas require a minimum number of
RMGs in the transfer chain to reach all possible storage areas from any given ship-terminal transfer area. A
granularity of the storage areas is thus implied, which are recommended to be uniform in size and symmetric. The minimum non-trivial edge-granularity of two for storage areas is appropriate on the 95x95 m modules.
The extra space available on the 95x95 modules is not enough for adding rows of slots for container storage
to the storage areas on the 45x45 modules of [14]. Instead, central corridors 5 m wide in correspondence to
the gaps between the modules are recommended to be reserved on the 95x95 m modules for purposes of
heavy vehicles accessing in emergency conditions and increased productivity by temporary containers storage during deep-stack container picking operations.

Therefore, several of the module/storage areas arrangements of [14] are retained as strictly over-deck storage areas,
with minor adjustments for an optimum integration into the demonstrator island. The table below lists the number
and major characteristics of the five distinct storage area/RMG combinations. Their position can be found on Figure
0-2 in the appendix. Other features of the storage areas were taken in directly as developed in [14], i.e. firefighting,
under-deck access, etc. It is noted that the storage areas are spread, together with ship-terminal transfer areas, over
17 95x95 m modules.
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Table 5-3: Storage Areas/RMG Types for the T&L Hub of the Mediterranean S@S island
Storage Area Type

Units

A

11

TEU Storage
Capacity
252

-

RMG Overall Height
[m]
24.5

RMG Outreach Arms

B

18

270

1 x 2 TEU

18.0

B1

2

270

1 x 2 TEU

31.7

C

16

270

2 x 2 TEU

18.0

9

252

2 x 1 TEU

32.0

D
Total

56
14 760
Note: Outreach arm sizes reflects TEU rows available for access by crane on neighbouring modules stacks.

The design is completed with a T&L dedicated Operations, Maintenance and Control service centre arranged on the
remaining large module reserved for the T&L hub. For this, the corresponding design of [14] is essentially taken in
directly, with minor adjustments in relocations of various facilities for the different relative position of the module
within the terminal and with respect to sea.
For reference, considering the smallest operating speed of a link in the container transfer chain of 25 moves/hr
(RMGs, as per Ref. [15], Table 3.1), six transfer chains originating at STSs and the typical operating times (20
hours/day, 310 days per year), the maximum throughput for the demonstrator design is 12000 TEU/day and over
3.7 million TEU/year. The throughput can be backed by the available storage capacity of 14 760 TEU with a 1-day
dwell time and a stack usage factor in excess of 80%.
The full-scale design for the T&L hub of the demonstrator is available in native, information-rich formats, as engineering plans comprising vector-based 2D models at the originating partner ICE. Reproductions of the plans are
provided in this report in Figure 0-2 of the appendix.
The model scale design was defined based on the previously described engineering layout, scaled to the model scale
of 1:60 and applying a series of approximations and simplifications. The following design items were excluded
from model scale a priori:




Items too small to be relevant, e.g. fire hydrants, below-deck access hatches and ladders.
Items cluttering unnecessarily critical views sought during model preparation and tests, e.g. access routes
over transparent module deck panels.
Items colliding with critical experimental setups, i.e. module to module connectors, mooring systems and
parts of container stacks.

For the actually modelled items simplifications envisaged minimum manufacturing costs/efforts, by removing minor features irrelevant in model scale. The models nevertheless maintain overall and key dimensions with high
precision. No attempt was made to replicate actual inertial characteristics of the model parts. All modelled parts are
presented below.

Cranes
All 12 STS and 56 RMG cranes are retained for reproduction in model scale. However, for the five RMG crane
types only 2 configurations, types A and D of Table 5-3, are retained for modelling for simplification of manufacturing purposes. Type B, B1 and C cranes will be approximated by type D models. Simplified (decluttered) 3D
CAD models of the cranes have been prepared based on the full-scale engineering design and issued for model
manufacturing. The physical models will generally be limited to the main girders of the cranes manufactured from
commercially available aluminium rectangular hollow sections (rectangular pipes) of approximate scantlings. Tapering of the main girders is not reproduced in model scale. Additional items are all manufactured in Poly Lactat
Acid (PLA) by 3D printing. The following Figure 5-28 provides screenshots of the three crane types at their model
scale design.
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Figure 5-28: 3D Models of RMG Crane Type A (left), Type D (center) and the STS Crane (right)

Manufacturing of cranes:
At DST, a concept to model the container terminal cranes was developed that aims to provide a set of as less as
possible parts to manufacture demonstrator models of the crane types necessary. The concept from detailed 3D
CAD models to the final assembly is based on following steps
1.
2.
3.
4.

simplifying the CAD models,
resolve the crane design into cut parts from wrought material and parts being 3D printed,
designing the 3D printed parts and establish a set of connectors for the chosen tube cross sections,
iteratively match tight fittings of cut part cross sections and 3D printed parts due to different manufacturing
tolerances,
5. manufacturing of a prototype per crane type and
6. batch fabrication of model cranes for the demonstrator in total 68.

Figure 5-29: Connector components 3D printed from PLA (left) and the assembly of spreader (rectangular aluminium tube
30 mm × 10 mm) and trolley model on top of the crane frame (right).
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Figure 5-30: Overview of terminal cranes on model scale of type A, D and J from front to the back of the photo. Here only the crane of type
A is equipped with a spreader.

Three types of cranes can be assembled by a set of five connectors that are 3D printed from Poly Lactat Acid (PLA)
filament. The filament’s colour is yellow. The girders from extrusion moulded rectangular aluminium tubes are not
processed after cutting, thus are dull blank. Here three different cross sections where chosen. A squared cross section
with an edge length of 10 mm represents the crane legs and the top frame of the STS type J crane. Main top girder
frame of crane type A and D are assembled of aluminium tubes with a rectangular cross section of 20 mm by 10 mm.
For the long top girder frame of the STS type J crane with its long outrigger a tube with a rectangular profile of
30 mm by 10 mm is chosen. This also serves to manufacture the spreader beam. The trolley is manufactured from
wooden laminate plate with about 6 mm thickness. To mount the trolley to the cranes top frame two channels are
milled into the laminate. Two trolley widths are necessary to fit the wider STS crane and the slightly narrower RMG
cranes. An overview of the parts in the assembly set is given in Figure 5-29, comprising the 3D printed parts, i.e.
girder connectors, trolley, spreader and the main dimensions of the rectangular aluminium tubes.
The cranes are preassembled at DST, see Figure 5-30. Connector parts are designed to tightly fit the aluminium
cross sections. Each connection that is too loose due to manufacturing tolerances will be glued. The final assembly
at side of the demonstrator installation comprises the insertion of legs in the T-connectors, the assembly of the
trolley spreader arrangement and the mounting to the module lid. Every crane’s foot features a borehole of about
3.5 mm diameter to mount the cranes to the module lid with M3 hexagon socket head cap screws.

Table 5-4: Components of crane assembly set
Name of component

Material

Dimension

Crane legs and vertical top frame STS crane type J

Aluminium

10 × 10 × 1.0 mm

Crane top frame RMG crane type A & D

Aluminium

20 × 10 × 1.5 mm

Crane top frame STS crane type J and spreader beam

Aluminium

30 × 10 × 1.5 mm

Corner connector 20

3D printed from PLA

20 × 10 mm

Corner connector 30

3D printed from PLA

30 × 10 mm

T connector

3D printed from PLA

10 × 10 mm

Foot

3D printed from PLA

10 × 10 mm

Spreader twist lock guide mock-up

3D printed from PLA

30 × 10 mm

wooden flat laminate plate

≈ 6 mm thick

Trolley

Storage Areas Container Stacks
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Individual containers shall not be modelled, but only monolithic blocks of containers between access routes will be
provided at their nominal capacity (i.e. 100% usage factors). Following the elimination of container rows/columns
colliding with physical connectors between modules, still a very large variety of configurations could be obtained.
The container blocks were therefore further simplified by skipping additional rows and columns until all blocks on
all storage areas reduced to only two types of container blocks; these include either 20 or 40’ containers uniformly
and both have the sizes (counts) of one bay, 14 rows and the integral stack height of three tiers.
The arrangements of container block types on each terminal module will be provided as a detailed 2D map in the
format reproduced in the figure below to the manufacturing facility.

Figure 5-31: Container Blocks Arrangement for Model Scale Design

The blocks will be manufactured at MARIN from foam and wrapped with printed stickers, showing a container
pattern. The figure below provides the unfolded 2D image for the sticker of the 20’ containers block (bottom) and
the expected view of the wrapped block in 3D (top).

Figure 5-32: Simplified model of a 20’ Containers Block and its sticker
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T&L Operations, Maintenance and Control Service Centre
One large 95m x 95 m module is considered to host the container terminal service centre introduced in deliverable
D9.5 [16]. The buildings are proposed for modelling only, manufactured from foam (Figure 5-33).

Figure 5-33: Visualisation of simplified model of the T&L service centre
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6.

Summary

In this report, the design and realisation of a scaled integrated Space@Sea demonstrator island has been presented.
The focus in Task 10.4 was the combination of the different technical components, that have been developed in the
project. Furthermore, all four different applications of Space@Sea should be integrated in the island-layout.
After gathering boundary conditions and considerations for the design, numerical simulations were carried out for
investigating the hydrodynamic response of the drafted island design and its components. Using the simulation
results as reference, a physical model in scale 1:60 was built. The selected island comprised 73 modules (divided
into 33 standard 45m x 45m modules, 18 larger 95m x 95m modules and 22 WEC-modules), 46 mooring lines and
250 connectors. Some components and their physical properties were bundled in order to reduce the effort of building and analysing the model numerically and physically.
For the visual demonstration of the island, characteristic superstructures of the four Space@Sea applications have
been chosen, simplified, modelled and already built to a large extent.

7.

Outlook

The next step is a tank testing campaign in July 2020, where the developed and realised model of the exemplary
integrated Space@Sea island will be tested in the Offshore Basin of MARIN in different relevant sea states, with
and without current. Therefore, sensors, measuring the motions and connector loads at several modules as well as
in the mooring lines, will be added. Furthermore, the loads of a container vessel, moored to the ocean quay of the
island, shall be investigated. The test campaign shall prove the feasibility and integrability of the model-, connectorand mooring designs. Moreover, the tests shall help to understand the hydrodynamic behaviour of the multi-body
island and to provide a good data basis for the validation of its numerical models.
After the test campaign, the production of the superstructure models will be completed and the overall model demonstrated at the final General Assembly of the Space@Sea project in October 2020 at MARIN.
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Annex 1:

Figure 0-1: Layout of the Energyhub@Sea for the demonstrator island
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Figure 0-2: Layout of Transport&Logistic-Hub@Sea for the demonstrator island
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